“The activist is not the person who says the
river is dirty. The activist is the person who
cleans up the river.”
~ H. Ross Perot ~

Canada

Call to Action – Boycott the Upcoming Debates
The recent decision by the Leader's Debate Commission to exclude Maxime
Bernier from debates is appalling. Mr. Bernier easily qualified but the
Advisory Board, an "independent" board assembled Oct. 2018 by the
Liberal government created a technicality and ran with it. It is time to hold

the LDC to account for their political bias and interference. Whether one is
in favour of Maxime Bernier and his party or not is irrelevant - this is a
matter of protecting democracy and freedoms.
https://www.actforcanada.ca/l/call-to-action2/

National Debate: A Waste of Time?
Canadians need not waste their time watching the Canadian national
election debate organized by the Leaders` Debate Commission. The results
are a foregone conclusion.
https://www.actforcanada.ca/l/national-debate-a-waste-of-time/

Pledge to Stop Political Islamic Entryism
1 Godless Woman on CPC wanting to re-open specialty medical training
programs with Saudi Arabia. By her personal experience, she knows they
are run in accordance with sharia law. Is this an example of "entryism"?
Check out "pledge" at 16 min.
https://www.bitchute.com/video/YcMsHSNLd3vI/?fbclid=IwAR0fQBHLG1tq
9dlzWnHieCzsGQ_A3KtOT_fUhCsblN_ZudMFoWLnPUIQ0rU

Download the Pledge
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1UGzr7bfZGpdOhQqBa3S50JkkQpy77ZM

“Say no to mass immigration” billboard brought
down by Liberal bully
On last night's episode of The Ezra Levant Show, we covered how Liberal,
leftist journalists rallied to take down a “Say no to mass immigration”
billboard that went against the official narrative. This isn’t just the deplatforming of a billboard or the silencing of the majority view, it's
deliberate conditioning to shut up if you don't agree with the official
narrative.
https://www.therebel.media/liberal-bullies-journalists-take-down-say-no-tomass-immigration-billboard-maxime-bernier-official-narrative

The Truth About the Billboard Posting
It is critical that everyone be advised of the facts behind the billboards
promoting Maxime Bernier and the PPC's position on "Mass" Immigration.
The billboards were erected in several major cities by a third-party group
called True North Strong and Free Advertising Corp and according to
Johanne Mennie, from the PPC, they had no prior knowledge of them.
Controversy arose quite quickly and the Billboard Co., Pattison Outdoors,
decided to take them down...but not for the reasons you may have
suspected.
https://www.actforcanada.ca/l/the-truth-about-the-billboard-posting/

Radical Islamism in Our Government
This first video in the series illuminating the corruption in the major
'establishment' parties, shining a light on the superiority of the People's
Party of Canada, and helping Canadians decide to support and share the
message of the PPC, details the infiltration of radical Islamism (extremism
and political Islam) of the two major parties of Canada - Liberal, and
Conservative. Please subscribe, Like, Share, and Volunteer in your riding to
spread this important information to keep Canada "Strong & Free".
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3h9JXR4Yb7M&feature=youtu.be

Let Maxime Bernier debate
If People’s Party of Canada (PPC) leader Maxime Bernier is not allowed to
participate in this year’s federal leaders’ debates, it will seriously call into
question the impartiality of the whole process. It’s certainly the case that a
number of people don’t like the PPC. Fair enough. Those opposed to
Bernier are free to vote against the party, campaign against it, write critical
things about them and tell their friends not to vote for PPC candidates.
That’s democracy. But so is debating. Let Max speak.
https://torontosun.com/opinion/editorials/editorial-let-maxime-bernierdebate

Our Immigration System is a Mess and Taxpayers
are on the Hook
Canada’s border cops are ringing the alarm bell about the record number
of bogus asylum seekers who refuse to leave the country. Every year, for
the past few years, tens of thousands of people enter Canada illegally and
make asylum claims. Once they apply to become refugees, their
immigration status is normalized and Canada temporarily forgives the fact
that they entered illegally. But only temporarily. In the first six months of
this year, 26,860 people entered Canada illegally or under false pretenses
to make asylum claims. That’s a higher number than at the half-way mark
of the previous two years.
https://tnc.news/2019/08/25/malcolm-our-immigration-system-is-a-messand-taxpayers-are-on-the-hook/

Majority of Canadians think immigration should be
limited: poll
A Leger poll in February had almost half of respondents saying they
believe Canada welcomes too many immigrants and refugees. And an
EKOS poll released last month suggested 42 per cent of Canadians
believe the country accepts too many non-white newcomers.
https://globalnews.ca/news/5397306/canada-immigration-poll/

Canadian Politics Controlled by Ethnic Hustlers:
Jagmeet Singh And Jenny Kwan
Singh is an ethnic Sikh and Kwan is an ethnic Chinese. Their primary
loyalties are to their ethnic groups, not to Canada. Their primary goal is to
increase the numbers of their groups through high immigration. Kwan
demonstrated that several months ago in her role as the NDP's immigration
critic when she led a charge to remove health restrictions on immigrants.
Kwan even spoke in favour of a new law that establishes every April as
Sikh Heritage Month. To most Canadians, the biggest "heritage' that Sikhs
have in Canada is the bombing of Air India, an incident that killed 329
Canadians. Why is this group, whose members are responsible for the

largest mass murder in Canadian history, to be honoured? If anything, they
should rot in Canada's "Hall of Shame" forever.
https://www.eurocanadian.ca/2019/08/canadian-politics-controlled-ethnichustlers-jagmeet-singh-kenny-kwan.html

Men found guilty in Via Rail terror plot win new
trial over improper jury selection
The Ontario appeals court has thrown out the convictions of two men
sentenced to life over an alleged al-Qaida-linked plot to attack a
Toronto-bound passenger train. In a decision released Tuesday, the
court ordered a new trial for Raed Jaser and Chiheb Esseghaier, who
were arrested by the RCMP in 2013 and found guilty of terrorism in

2015. The appeals court set aside their convictions in a unanimous
ruling that said “a legal error by the trial judge” had deprived Jaser of
his preferred method for selecting jurors. Following the appeal decision
in their favor, Jaser and Esseghaier can apply to be released on bail,
she said. Shocking.
https://globalnews.ca/news/5819542/via-rail-terror-suspects-new-trial/

Media Cover Up Case of Somalian Migrant Who
Attempted to BLOW UP Canadian College
23-year-old student Nasradin Abdusamad Ali was arrested and the
Vancouver Police Department (VPD) have announced he has been
charged with one count of arson and one count of possessing incendiary
material. Why are Canadians unaware of this incident, which took place in
an upper-middle community on Vancouver’s tony west side? Arguably a
case of terrorism, mainstream Canadian media stuck their collective heads
in the sand, refusing to expose the case on a national scale. For media
outlets who picked up the story, only ONE– CTV News, included the fact
the alleged perpetrator is a migrant from Somalia.
https://capforcanada.com/media-cover-p-case-of-somalian-migrant-whoattempted-to-blow-up-canadian-college

B’nai Brith Seeks Disqualification of Liberal
Candidate with History of Antisemitic Comments
B'nai Brith Canada has uncovered a pattern of disturbing antisemitic and
anti-Israel statements made by a Liberal Party candidate running in the
coming federal election on Oct. 21. Hassan Guillet, an Islamic religious
leader who gained international attention for speaking out in the aftermath
of the Quebec City mosque attack of 2017, is currently the Liberal Party
nominee for the riding of Saint-Léonard—Saint-Michel in
Montreal. B’nai Brith is shocked by a number of his statements over the
past few years and believes they must preclude his candidacy.
https://www.bnaibrith.ca/b_nai_brith_seeks_disqualification_of_liberal_can
didate

Former Canadian PM Hopes Hurricane Dorian
Destroys Mar-a-Lago
Former Canadian Prime Minister Kim Campbell expressed her hopes that
Hurricane Dorian makes a direct hit on Mar-a-Lago, President Trump’s
resort in Palm Beach. Former PM Kim Campbell is a senior aide to Justin
Trudeau, in charge of Supreme Court appointments. She’s gone full
Westboro Baptist Church, cheering for the death of Americans — and
@realDonaldTrump in particular. Trudeau knows, and he’s fine with it.
https://townhall.com/tipsheet/leahbarkoukis/2019/08/30/former-canadianpm-hopes-hurricane-dorian-destroys-maralago-n2552405

Remember the real scandals of the Trudeau
government by Conrad Black
The treatment of Mark Norman was an unspeakable outrage, yet the media
and opposition let the government off the hook. Mark Norman, a fine and
good man and officer, is not Gen. MacArthur, and Trudeau is no Harry
Truman either (a distinguished president), but the government’s treatment
of this fine officer was an unspeakable outrage and the opposition parties
and media should have fried the entire senior cabinet, and not allowed
Scott Brison, one of those believed responsible, to slink serenely off to
prosperous retirement.

https://nationalpost.com/opinion/conrad-black-remember-the-realscandals-of-the-trudeau-government

Jordan Peterson: The deepfake artists must be
stopped before we no longer know what's real
In April of this year, a company called Coding Elite exposed an artificial
intelligence (AI) program that took a substantial sample of my voice, which
is easily accessible on the YouTube lectures and podcasts that I have
posted over the last years. In consequence, they were able to duplicate my
manner of speaking with exceptional precision.
https://nationalpost.com/opinion/jordan-peterson-deep-fake

Government of Canada Continues to Invest in
LGBTQ2 Communities
The Government of Canada is making a real difference in the lives of
LGBTQ2 people from coast to coast to coast through investments that will
build stronger, more resilient LGBTQ2 community organizations, networks,
and infrastructure. This funding is part of the new $20 million investment
in Budget 2019 to support the capacity-building and community-level work
of Canadian LGBTQ2 organizations.
https://www.canada.ca/en/status-women/news/2019/08/government-ofcanada-continues-to-invest-in-lgbtq2-communities.html

Trans activism’s latest trick: vandalizing women’s
shelters
A Vancouver rape crisis center had rats nailed to the door and posted
through the mailbox. Any person who would go so far as to intimidate and
threaten women who stand up for other women in this particularly
disturbing way is on the wrong side of politics, never mind history. Many
progressives like Morganne Oger have accused the women involved in
Vancouver Rape Relief and their supporters of being ‘hateful’.
https://spectator.us/trans-activism-vandalizing-womens-shelter-vancouver/

Transgender Court Case Brings Accusations Of
“Totalitarian Interference”
Thousands of cases of transgender "regret" are recorded every year.
Studies show increased risk of heart attack and stroke. Additionally,
families are thrown into chaos by way of propaganda sessions such as
"Drag Queen Story Time." A library in Texas held one of these sessions,
only to find the story time reader was a convicted pedophile. In another
case down south, a teacher walked into her classroom only to find her
young students laying on top of a large transvestite
https://capforcanada.com/transgender-court-case-brings-accusations-oftotalitarian-interference/

C3RF Update - 30 August 2019
This week’s update continues to set the table for the upcoming Canadian
federal election. In doing so, it analyzes the likelihood of a far left-leaning
coalition government with Libs, Greens and NDP advancing a globalist,
freedom-crushing agenda. As if this possibility was not bad enough,
evidence continues to build that all establishment parties are in the thrall of
"entryism" efforts aimed at expanding an Islamist beachhead in Canada. In
opposition to this development, a written "pledge" is offered for doorknocking politicians to sign. More than ever, it appears to be time to
identify and elect a new breed of political representative that is dedicated
to the long-standing tradition of "responsible government".
https://www.canadiancitizens.org/single-post/2019/08/30/C3RF-MemberUpdate---30-Aug-2019

Stealth Jihad
Thomas More Law Center Uncovers Taxpayerfunded Islamic Propaganda Forced on Teachers
Concerned about a two-day mandatory teacher-training seminar on Islam
conducted by a Muslim consultant hired by Michigan's Novi Community
Schools District, TMLC filed a Freedom of Information Act request for

documents related to the workshop. "We found that the teachers were
subjected to two days of Islamic propaganda, where Islam was glorified,
Christianity disparaged, and America bashed—all funded by Novi taxpayers.
Moreover, during the past five years the school district has presented no
teacher-training seminars focusing on Christianity, Judaism or any other
religion – only Islam.
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/thomas-more-law-centeruncovers-taxpayer-funded-islamic-propaganda-forced-on-teachers300905521.html

Multiculturalism
Why repealing the Multiculturalism Act Makes
Sense
When the Multiculturalism Act was enshrined in law in 1988 (building on
Pierre Trudeau’s earlier policies), Canada became the first nation in the
world committed to “enhance multiculturalism”, and to ensure that
immigrants could “keep their identities.” Even though immigrants by their
very coming here show at least some willingness to integrate into a new
society, by adopting the Act, Ottawa chose to elevate ethnic divisions
above national unity.
The Canadian people agree. A 2016 CBC-Angus Reid poll found almost
70% of Canadians want minorities to “fit in” and assimilate more.
https://torontosun.com/opinion/columnists/stewart-why-repealing-themulticulturalism-act-makes-sense

Google, Facebook
Tulsi Gabbard Sues Google
Rep. Tulsi Gabbard (D-Hawaii) is suing Internet company Google for its
increased ideological censorship. After the first Democratic Party debate
aired on NBC, Gabbard was the most searched-for candidate on Google. At

a time when interest in her decidedly anti-war campaign peaked, the tech
goliath blocked her Google Ads account. Gabbard also charged that Google
sent her campaign emails to Gmail spam folders at a “disproportionately
high rate.”
http://americanfreepress.net/tulsi-gabbard-sues-google/

The Media
Journalists Are Having a Meltdown Over Journalism
Being Done to Them
After years of doxxing innocent Americans for their political views,
mainstream media journalists are now upset that their own racist and
antisemitic tweets have been complied by conservative allies of President
Trump. The Times report decried this tactic, arguing that targeting
individuals is acceptable when journalists do it to other people, but not
when other people do it to them.
https://thefederalist.com/2019/08/26/journalists-meltdown-journalismdone/

The Left
Who Is Antifa? What You Need to Know
On Monday, a disenchanted former Antifa member was interviewed on Fox
News. He was as confused as so many others. He called Antifa the real
fascists. No, they are not fascists. Antifa was and is primarily a global
Communist movement using fascist tactics…breaking up meetings, rallies,
destroying property, clubbing a few people, etc. They use the moniker
‘anti-fascist’ to keep you confused with no idea as to their real intentions.
Democrats don’t speak out because they are close relations…the militant
wing of the party doing the dirty work, but keeping enough space between
them to distract you. Democrats are not strangers to militant wings, hence
the KKK.
https://canadafreepress.com/article/who-is-antifa-what-you-need-toknow#.XWW7MVXLrk4.mailto

How I became an ‘extremist’ overnight
To go from being a victim of multiple assaults to suddenly accused of being
the violent aggressor or complicit in the acts of others, is the type of
gaslighting I am used to by now. In the hours after being beaten and
robbed over two months ago in an unprovoked attack claimed by Rose City
Antifa — for which there have still been no arrests — Antifa activists
falsely accused me of assaulting people before being beaten. This week,
Portland newspaper Willamette Week speculated that because I
had declined an offer to be provided security from the Proud Boys, this was
actually evidence of collusion.
https://spectator.us/became-extremist-overnight/

Around the world
Austria
Austria shuts down seven mosques in what it says
is ‘just the beginning’ of a crackdown
Austrian Chancellor Sebastian Kurz has promised a crackdown on radical
Islam. On Friday, he announced that his government would shut down
seven mosques and could expel dozens of foreign-funded imams from the
country. “This is just the beginning," far-right Vice Chancellor HeinzChristian Strache said at a news conference Friday.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/worldviews/wp/2018/06/08/austria
-shuts-down-seven-mosques-in-what-it-says-is-just-the-beginning-of-acrackdown

France
Macron let Notre Dame burn, but he’s mad at Brazil
over naturally occurring Amazon forest fires

The Amazon is huge, and it has forest fires naturally, every year, all the
time, just like Canada’s northern forests. That’s how it works in nature.
Forest fires are shocking and destructive, but they are rejuvenating as well.
Macron had nothing to announce, so he chose to attack Jair Bolsonaro, the
right-wing president of Brazil. To blame Brazil for its forest fires, and
frankly, to threaten to put on sanctions, or at least to cancel a proposed
trade agreement with Brazil, if it didn’t put out its forest fires. As if
Bolsonaro was pro-forest-fire.
https://www.therebel.media/macron-notre-dame-fire-amazon-brazil-foresttrudeau-news-rebel-media-ezra-levant-show-august-28-2019

Germany
Muslim Migrants Start Brawl Over Short Skirt
The principle is always and everywhere the same: in Muslim countries, one
must conform one’s behavior to suit Islamic sensibilities. And in non-Muslim
countries, one must conform one’s behavior to suit Islamic sensibilities.
This was proven true again last Thursday in Duisberg, Germany, where a
Muslim migrant thought a German woman’s skirt was too short, and
started a brawl.
https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/274743/germany-muslim-migrantsstart-brawl-over-short-robert-spencer

Italy
"Mediterranean Taxis" for People-Smugglers
Interior Minister Matteo Salvini had refused to allow the Open Arms rescue
ship, carrying more than 80 mostly African migrants, to dock in Italy. The
refusal was in line with his crackdown on migrant smuggling that has
effectively closed Italian ports to migrant rescue boats since June 2018.
The Spanish anti-immigration party Vox filed a lawsuit against Open Arms
and called for the arrest of the ship's captain, Óscar Camps. "Disguising its
activities as 'rescue work,' this 'NGO' is an accomplice to the peoplesmuggling of international mafia networks," Vox leader Santiago
Abascal tweeted, adding: "Open Arms does not rescue shipwrecked people.
If it did, it would take them to the nearest port. What it does is use
immigrants as an extortion tool against countries that choose to defend
their sovereignty.
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/14781/europe-mediterranean-peoplesmugglers

Turkey
"Death to Jews" at Summer Camp
"There is a very intense anti-Semitism in the visual media and printed
press, as well as on social media, in Turkey. But this video is the most
major and most severe form of anti-Semitism. Very young children are
indoctrinated in Jew-hatred and human-hatred without even knowing who
Jews are. These children will grow up to be potential Jew-haters and this is
the biggest danger. Penalties should be imposed for racism and hate
crimes. Lawsuits should absolutely be filed against those who engage in
racism and hate crimes and who direct children to these things. This is the
short-term solution; but the long-term solution is education.
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/14740/turkey-death-jews-summercamp

United Kingdom
British Government to Suspend Parliament for Five
Weeks, Outraging Anti-Brexit Rebels
Boris Johnson’s government is activating the constitutional mechanism to
suspend Parliament on Wednesday, a move which has outraged Remainers
because it limits the amount of Parliamentary time available to them to
sabotage Brexit taking place at the end of October. While the Queen could
theoretically refuse the instruction of the government, in practice the
monarch always does as instructed by the government and has done so for
centuries.
https://www.breitbart.com/europe/2019/08/28/british-government-tosuspend-parliament-for-five-weeks-outraging-anti-brexit-rebels

UPDATE: Tommy Robinson “in good spirits” despite
upcoming “football ban” court date
I had a two-hour visit with Tommy Robinson in Belmarsh Prison today, and
I'm happy to report that things seem to be going well. Tommy is getting
regular medical checkups, for example, and even the warden has been
visiting him to keep an eye on his well-being. That said, there are double
standards in place: Tommy is being treated a bit differently than many
other, much more dangerous, prisoners here.
https://www.therebel.media/tommy-robinson-good-spirits-hmp-belmarshprison-upcoming-football-ban-court-date

United States
Has Rep Ilhan Omar Committed a Stoning Offense?
The wearing of hijab is a sign of Sharia compliance, and that may mean
trouble for the notorious Rep. Ilhan Omar (D-MN). Stoning adulterers is not
“extremist”; it is Islamic law. And Ilhan Omar may be one. So, has she
committed a stoning-worthy offense under Sharia? Only she and Tim
Mynett know for sure. If so, will this lead her to be more generous in her

appraisal of her adopted country, which unlike the country of her birth, will
not require her death for this offense?
https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/274772/has-rep-ilhan-omarcommitted-stoning-offense-robert-spencer

ISIS Beheading Plotter’s Conviction Overturned by
Obama-Appointed Judge by Pamela Geller
In the Victim Impact Statement I submitted in December 2017, I wrote: “It
is impossible to overstate the devastation that Daoud Wright has brought
to my life and that of members of my family. Not only did he target me for
a brutal, cruel and violent death, but he targeted family members, and this
will not even be over with his sentencing….There is no assurance that
anyone can possibly give me that if he is released from prison at any time
in the future, that he would not resume his quest to kill me and my
relatives. Therefore, Daoud Wright should be given the sentence of life in
prison without the possibility of parole.”
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2019/08/isis_beheading_plotters
_conviction_overturned_by_obamaappointed_judge.html

Other Articles
Daring to Suggest That all Cultures Aren’t Equal
It is a mark of sheer cognitive malarkey to claim that all cultures are equal.
Just as some cultures are technologically more advanced than others, so
some are politically more distinguished in their record on individual rights
and the protection of private property and personal liberties than others.
Rape cultures, that is, cultures in which rape is sanctioned by law such as
in several parts of Pakistan and Afghanistan, are not moral equivalents of
any western democratic countries in which rape, though committed by
moral deviants, is illegal and punishable by objective law.
https://www.frontpagemag.com/fpm/274741/daring-suggest-all-culturesarent-equal-jason-d-hill

Islam Will Never Let Me Be Free
I left the land of my ancestors for the land of the free to escape Islamic
tyranny. Yet Islamic tyranny has followed me on my heels here. Even here
I am not free to speak my mind. I must constantly look of over my
shoulders to make sure that a knife of an Islamist zealot doesn’t slash my
throat, or his bullet pulverizes my brain as he aims to secure a posh place
for himself in Allah’s paradise. Not a good feeling to have to live with, is
it?In short: If I let Islam be, Islam doesn’t let me be. Islam will never let
me be free and here’s why:
“Kill whoever changes his religion.” (Sahih al-Bukhari 9:84:57).
https://www.americanthinker.com/articles/2019/08/islam_will_never_let_m
e_be_free.html

The Cultural Marxist attack on Western society
Have you ever heard of Antonio Gramsci? How about Herbert Marcuse? Or
the Frankfurt School? By the post-War era the Cultural Marxist programme
had a wide-reaching agenda of destruction. It aimed to destroy the family,
denying the specific roles of the father and mother, and advocated the
teaching of sex and homosexuality to children; mobilization of women as
revolutionaries against men, through aggressive feminism; large-scale
immigration to abolish national identity; dependency on the state and state
benefits; control and infantilisation of the media.”
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2019/aug/22/cultural-marxistattack-western-society/

5G: A Plan to Depopulate Earth?
Do you use a cordless telephone? A cell phone? A Smart phone? A Smart
television? Wi-Fi? A Wi-Fi router? A Smart meter? If so, for the sake of
your own life and health, you need to read this article. Information about
health dangers is being withheld from you.
http://newswithviews.com/5g-a-plan-to-depopulate-earth/

The Myth of Ecocide

So many lies are being told about the Amazon fires. The idea that the
Amazon rainforest is burning on an unprecedented scale and that these
fires will rob humanity of one of its key sources of oxygen is fake news. It
is hard to think of any other global event this year that has been as awash
with misinformation as the rainforest fires. We’ve been told these fires are
a calamity, an act of ‘ecocide’; they’re proof of humanity’s contempt for
the environment; they will blacken and possibly even destroy ‘the lungs of
the world’, as the rainforests are referred to, given they produce 20 per
cent of the world’s oxygen. It’s all untrue. We are being misled
https://www.spiked-online.com/2019/08/27/the-myth-of-ecocide/

YouTubes
Stephen Coughlin and Richard Higgins: Trapped in
the Scheme of Fires in the Long March – a must
watch!
Richard Higgins is a Senior Fellow at Unconstrained Analytics. He is an
expert on the nexus between theological doctrines and information age
unconventional warfare and has spent 20 years combating terrorism.
Stephen Coughlin is an attorney, decorated intelligence officer and noted
specialist on Islamic law, ideology and associated issues as they relate to
terrorism and subversion. In 2001, Coughlin was assigned to the
Directorate for Intelligence, Joint Chiefs of Staff. In 2006, Coughlin was
lead consultant to Joint Staff J2 in counterterror threat.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o7O1iFELq1Y

A Word to Rioting Muslims with Pat Condell
We don't care if you're offended, and we never will. Get used to it. We are
supposed to show tolerance and respect for a religion that doesn’t know
the meaning of the word and goes out of its way to prove it every day.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GCXHPKhRCVg&feature=share

Asking Hard Questions with Dr. Bill Warner
Muslim political candidates do not get asked tough questions. This is a
wrong-headed attitude. Why do we act nice when it is time to be an adult?
It is time to ask Muslims about the Islam they practice and how that will
affect their service, if elected.
https://www.politicalislam.com/asking-hard-questions

How Is Muslim Immigration to Sweden Working
Out? With Avi Horowitz
We’ve read and watched the news of Muslim immigration overwhelming
Sweden. But how bad is it really? See this firsthand account from
documentary filmmaker Ami Horowitz, who shows why increased Muslim
immigration is leading to a spike in rapes and other violent crime.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QCE_vEdA9WU

ACT! For Canada
Please sign up to become a
member of ACT! For Canada:
https://www.actforcanada.ca/become-member/

Please make a donation if possible:
https://www.actforcanada.ca/donate/

Without your help, our vital work in waging this battle
of ideas would not be possible. Remember: Freedom is
never free. Please make a donation.
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